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Introduction  

In June 2016 WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff completed work for Calderdale Metropolitan Borough 
Council (CMBC) developing a high level Transport Study for the town of Sowerby Bridge. The 
objective of this study was to; 

 Ascertain the cause of transport congestion in Sowerby Bridge and the effect this is likely to have 
on future growth potential;   

 Identify a range of conceptual options with the potential to alleviate the issues identified,  

 considering concepts focussed on both land use and transport planning interventions, across all 
modes and a range of delivery timeframes;    

 Understand the extent of additional feasibility work that will be required (beyond the scope of this 
initial commission) in order to develop any initial concepts identified into fully optimised and 
costed solutions; and   

 Inform Council decision making with regards to future investment priorities, ranging from low cost, 
‘quick win’ interventions (to be financed through developer contributions or the LTP programme) 
up to larger, transformational schemes (for considered funding as part any future Growth Fund 
settlement agreed with the City Region or via alternative funding routes) 

This study investigated the policy background, reviewed previous studies, analysed the existing local 
transport network and the towns demographics, identified key trip generators and analysed the 
capacity of key junctions using the SATURN transport model.  

Most importantly the study included a list of measures which CMBC could implement in order to 
achieve the objectives identified above.  

In order to assist CMBC’s Transportation Team with forward planning WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff 
have been commissioned to develop a costed action plan setting out the next steps to be taken when 
seeking to deliver the various measures identified. CMBC may use the findings to inform future work 
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streams to be developed as and when funding becomes available as part of the Local Transport Plan, 
Local Plan or other relevant programmes/funding opportunities.  

 



 
 

 

 MEASURE  ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE NEXT STEPS  RESPONSIBILITIES  BUDGET  TIMESCALES  FURTHER WORK   
A
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Ryburn 
Greenway  

Existing Sustrans report serves as a Route Options report. A feasibility study must be developed in order for 
CMBC to progress the development. The study should include more detail on the following.  

- Feasibility design drawings – produced on OS base mapping in AutoCAD defining the route and 
identify any key pinch points/challenging locations.  Should also include some typical cross sections 
to illustrate the construction of the greenway. 

- Land ownership – identification of highway boundary extents and ownership of any third party land. 
This will include some initial liaison with land-owners to assess the feasibility of their land being used 
for the Greenway. 

- Structural inspections – inspections of existing structures to ensure they are safe and to detail any 
remedial work required  

- New structures – outline design for new structures and approximate costs 

- Environmental review and strategy – more detailed assessment, which is likely to include 
environmental surveys and assessment 

- Lighting – review of potential for lighting the route and best practise information on environmentally 
sensitive lighting 

- Security – requirements for access and fencing requirements 

- To review and design any links to the wider cycle and road network 

- Identification of any required consents, approvals or processes that need to be completed 

- Road Safety Audit, where the route links in with the highway network 

- Detailed cost estimate – to include input from investigations undertaken above, such as land 
ownership, structural inspections and lighting proposals. 

During this process it may be beneficial to begin initial engagement with key stakeholders. 

CMBC to procure 
the detailed 
feasibility study 

£50-100k 16 weeks   Planning and funding applications 
submitted to the relevant bodies.  

Improved Cycle 
route between 
Sowerby Bridge 
and Halifax 

Any plans to deliver cycling related infrastructure should complement the emerging Calderdale Cycle 
Strategy. Subject to proposals being approved in principle addition work should be undertaken to develop a 
study which considers the latest Department for Transport (DfT) guidance on Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plans processes during the network planning stage. Steps should include  
 

- Information Gathering – identifying where people currently cycle to and between; where they want to 
cycle to and between; what prevents them from doing so; including information such as collision data 
and information from existing cycle users. 

- Identification of key corridors – through the use of GIS, census journey to work data and the National 
Propensity to Cycle Tool it is possible to identify key corridors which consist of short trips that have 
more potential to transfer to cycling. 

- Route identification - Once these corridors have been identified a process is followed to choose the 
route between key origins and destinations. The process is as follows: 

o Match key corridor to road network using most direct route 

o Assess the existing route for suitability for cyclist use, this can be achieved through either 
using a Level of Service tool (such as in Wales and London) or a new tool the ‘Route Choice 
Tool’ developed for the LCWIP. 

o If the route scores well then that route is chosen, if not then thought is given to whether the 
route can be upgraded and to define an outline list of interventions. The route is then re-
scored using one of the above tools and if the proposed interventions improve the score to 
an acceptable level the route is chosen. 

o If the route can’t be improved then the next direct route option is chosen and the above steps 

CMBC to procure 
the study  

£10-15k 8-10 weeks Detailed design, business case 
appraisal and continued stakeholder 
and political consultation prior to any 
application for relevant approvals.  
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are repeated. 

- One of the key aspects of this process is to ensure that key stakeholders are involved at the start of 
the process, to ensure buy-in and ownership. 

R
a

il 
 

Sowerby Bridge 
Station Gateway  

Station gateway study to be progressed from work already undertaken by AECOM to Network Rail’s GRIP 
stage 2. Each of the interventions outlined to be studied in more detail in order to identify key risks, 
constraints and opportunities. More work required to understand the quantifiable benefits of each 
intervention. The study must clearly demonstrate what is and is not deliverable as well as identifying the key 
next steps in the process.  
 
The study to be expanded to cover a car parking extension feasibility study. All sites within a short walking 
distance of the station to be considered and compared in terms of capacity, deliverability, cost, accessibility, 
security, risk and any planning considerations.  

CMBC to procure 
a consultant to 
undertake the 
study  

£15-20k 6-8 weeks  GRIP STAGE 3 : Develop options for 
addressing constraints. Assess and 
select the most appropriate action 
that delivers the agreed requirements 
together with confirmation that the 
outputs can be economically 
delivered. The single costed option is 
to be determined and stakeholder 
approval secured through Approval in 
Principle (AIP).  

Establish 
programme for 
realisation of 
franchise 
commitments  

CMBC to continue working alongside WYCA and Rail North to engage with Arriva in order to understand 
what predictions they have made for growth in patronage on the Calder Valley Line during the term of the 
franchise and any supporting measures necessary to facilitate such outcomes. More information to be 
sought on the Northern Connect services and the improvements planned for Sowerby Bridge Station and 
others along the Calder Valley Line. The results of these discussions should feed into and direct several 
interdependent measures relating to the station and the Calder Valley Line.  

CMBC N/A Ongoing  Arriva’s plans for growth, station 
improvements and the Northern 
Connect services should help support 
the economic case for additional 
interventions in Sowerby Bridge and 
along the Calder Valley Line.   

Calder Valley 
Line 
Improvements  

CMBC should continue working alongside WYCA to develop proposals to improve the Calder Valley Line. 
Improvements may include additional car parking at stations along the line, enhanced station facilities and a 
new rail station at Elland. These improvements should be delivered in parallel with other, rail industry 
funded, improvements such as junction signal improvements and electrification of the entire line to allow the 
use of electric train sets. Funding opportunities include the West Yorkshire + Transport Fund, the newly 
establish Transport for the North and Central Government.  
 
Calderdale Council members will be given the information and support they need to lobby both WYCA , 
Central Government and other bodies to ensure this work is given appropriate priority. CMBC should 
continue to retain a position on the Calder Valley Line Project Board.    

CMBC to 
continue working 
alongside WYCA 
and with Network 
Rail  

N/A Ongoing  Gateway approvals for each project & 
GRIP Stages 1-6.  

B
u

s
  

Bus operation 
review & 
partnership  

Review to be undertaken of the existing bus network in, around and through Sowerby Bridge to key 
destinations including the Upper Calder Valley, Halifax, Elland and Brighouse. Key considerations will be 
the frequency of services, related infrastructure, links between residential areas and employment, 
educational, health and leisure facilities. Gaps in the network to be identified and recommendations made 
as to any changes/improvements.   
 
Recent work to inform the transport evidence base of the Local Plan will aid the review process.  
 
Using the findings from the above, CMBC should seek to hold a workshop with representatives from bus 
operators and WYCA to discuss opportunities to boost patronage along key transport corridors serving 
Sowerby Bridge. This should be an opportunity for operators to highlight any improvements they think need 
making to the highway network or bus related infrastructure outside of their control. It should also be an 
opportunity for CMBC and WYCA to highlight any improvements/adjustments they would like to see 
operators make to the timetabling of services, ticketing and the fleet of vehicles.  
 
The workshop and subsequent discussions should form the basis of a future partnership arrangement 
between CMBC and the Operators with both accepting responsibility for measures aimed at boosting 
demand and improving passenger experience.  

CMBC to procure 
support reviewing 
the current bus 
network and 
arrange a 
workshop with 
operators and 
WYCA  

£10k 6-8 weeks  Formally agree a partnership 
arrangement and begin to progress 
measures outlined in the agreement.  
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Mearclough Road 
Bridge Closure  

Additional work to be undertaken to understand the impacts of closing Mearclough Bridge to all motorised 
vehicles. SATURN model used to test the closure during the three peaks (AM, IP and PM). Two scenarios 
(one way operation and full closure) are to be compared in terms of the impact they have on delays 
experienced at key junctions and the capacity of the local highway network. Consideration will be given to 
the role the bridge plays in the local economy, the origin/destination of trips across the bridge including 
access to local businesses, houses and the waste disposal and recycling centre on Holmes Road and 
alternative routes which are available to those still wishing to make these trips. This will help establish what 
impact a full closure could have on those living and working nearby. A report/technical note to be produced 
summarising the above.  

CMBC to procure 
a consultant to 
undertake the 
study  

£1,500 2 weeks  Closure of the bridge to motorised 
vehicles to be considered by senior 
officers and politicians before initial 
consultation is undertaken. If 
approved CMBC should begin the 
process of submitting Traffic 
Regulation Orders (TRO’s).  

Highway signal 
timings review  

The four key junctions in Sowerby Bridge to be modelled in further detail using LingSig V3 in order to 
understand the capacity constraints shown in the SATURN model taking into account the local interactions 
both between the junctions and with other highway features such as bus stops, parking and loading 
activities. The LinSig models will complement the strategic overview the SATURN model provides.  
 
Traffic, pedestrian, queue and parking surveys to be undertaken at each junction during term time. Site 
observations will help understand driver behaviours, physical restraints and any underlying factors which 
could be causing the junctions to be over capacity.  
 
Urban Traffic Control flow and occupancy data at each junction to be used to understand demand profiles 
and congestion over a long time period, if available.   

CMBC to procure 
the junction 
modelling work  

£10-15K 
+ 
surveys 

10-14 weeks   Detailed design of the junctions.  

Town centre 
parking study 

All on street and off street parking in and around Sowerby Bridge town centre to be surveyed using a 
combination of fixed cameras and parking beat surveys. The key considerations will be occupancy at certain 
times of the day and the duration of stay. The study should also consider access and servicing 
arrangements along the A58 which is likely to be an important concern for local businesses.  
 
Data collected to be analysed and used to develop a car parking strategy for Sowerby Bridge. The purpose 
of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the current arrangement, including the optimal level, location 
and characteristics of car parking provision. Can the amount of on street parking be reduced or relocated 
without damaging local business and or accessibility? Can pricing and/or location help discourage short 
journeys being made by car? Can parking arrangements be adjusted in order to ensure spaces are 
available for different users in different locations?  
 
High level consultation to take place with any local business group, community groups and local politicians.  

CMBC to procure 
the study 
including surveys  

Surveys 
£5-10k 
Study  
£10k 

8-12 weeks  Proposals can be taken forward to 
more formal public, stakeholder and 
political consultation.  

Signing and 
management of 
the Key Route 
Network    

CMBC to engage with WYCA and other district partners to further understand how Sowerby Bridge and the 
A58 fit within the Key Route Network. The progress of the Highway Network Efficiency Package should be 
monitored and any opportunity to benefit the congestion in Sowerby Bridge be explored.  
 
In parallel to this, CMBC should be engaging with Highways England and other key stakeholders to 
understand how the proposed improvements to the M62 (including planned upgrade to smart motorway 
between Junctions 20 and 25), will impact on congestion in and around the town centre. As Sowerby Bridge 
and the A58 form part of the M62 closure diversionary route, planning for any closures during construction 
and the signing and management of other temporary closures due to unplanned incidents will be of 
importance. Negative impacts on Sowerby Bridge town centre should be minimised.  

CMBC to engage 
with WYCA and 
Highways 
England.  

N/A Ongoing  Ongoing management/development 
of the Key Route Network via the 
WYCA Key Route Network Board.  
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Focused 
Business Travel 
Planning  

Efforts to be made to establish a strong working partnership between CMBC, WYCA (including the West 
Yorkshire Travel Plan Network) and the key employers in and around Sowerby Bridge including the Lloyds 
Data Centre, the new Copley Valley development and the Calderdale Royal Hospital. CMBC should 
undertake a full review of each site Travel Plan. Site audits should be undertaken to understand the existing 
facilities.  
 
Key to this work will be ensuring the objectives of the employers travel plans and CMBC are aligned and 
seek to resolve congestion in Sowerby Bridge. Realistic targets should be set for individual businesses to 
meet in terms of achieving modal shift.  

CMBC’s 
Transportation 
Team (Mary 
Farrar) to 
communicate the 
importance of this 
work to the 
Environmental 
management 
team tasked with 
undertaking the 
work (Emmanuel 
Areikin).   

N/A Ongoing  Ongoing  

Town Centre 
Masterplan  

Masterplan to provide a vision for Sowerby Bridge in terms of economic growth and the barriers to realising 
this vision which may include transport, flood risk, air quality and the urban design/layout of the Town 
Centre. The document should offer commentary on and analysis of the following; 
 

 The identity of Sowerby Bridge including its location, economy, geography, connectivity, the 
environment and its strategic location on the local and regional road network.  

 The towns key strengths and weaknesses  

 Future growth anticipated off the back of the local growth fund and development associated with The 
Calderdale Local Plan.  

 Objectives which Sowerby Bridge should aspire to meet which complement the wider objectives of 
CMBC and WYCA.  

 Interventions and projects which can act as a catalyst for the transformation of Sowerby Bridge 
including transportation, flood risk management, urban realm and environmental projects.  

 A delivery plan with short, medium and long term proposals.   
 

CMBC to 
commission the 
masterplan  

£30k+ 16 weeks The Masterplan document can be 
used to help CMBC draw upon a 
variety of funding opportunities and 
assist in the delivery of more long 
term high value investments identified 
in the Transport Study including a 
station re build, redevelopment of the 
Holmes Road area and the creation 
of a sustainable and active mode 
focused town centre environment.  


